
BP S EFFORT TO IMPROVE RELATIONS WITH EACH OF THESE

STAKEHOLDER

This problem has been solved! See the answer. Analyze BP's effort to improve relations with each of these stakeholder
groups: employee, consumer, and.

Evaluation of the stakeholder process should be an integral part of the overall evaluation of the effort, and
stakeholders themselves should be involved in developing that evaluation. By effectively managing
relationships with increasing the opportunities and lowering the risk for each relationship, a company can
enhance the quality of its intangible assets and therefore increase the overall valuation of the business. Health
and human service organizations and their line staff â€” youth workers, welfare case workers, etc. Their
knowledge of the community and understanding of its needs can prove invaluable in helping you to avoid
mistakes in your approach and in the people you choose to involve. That knowledge in turn can help you
decide how to manage stakeholders â€” how to marshal the help of those that support you, how to involve
those who could be helpful, and how to convert â€” or at least neutralize â€” those who may start out feeling
negative. Other examples of key stakeholders might be funders, elected or appointed government officials,
heads of businesses, or clergy and other community figures who wield a significant amount of influence.
Soâ€¦your stakeholder management depends on what your purpose is in involving stakeholders. Free or
sliding-scale medical facilities and other similar programs provide a clear benefit for low-income people and
can improve community health. According to research by Robert A. Managing your relationship with the
community on the other hand, so that they see you as a benefit to the community, can result in public hearings
where people speak on your behalf and expedited permits. Was it helpful? How do you identify and analyze
stakeholders and their interests? For each group the principles of integrity, authenticity and engagement
engaging in open dialogue rather than treating them as audiences who receive information apply. Zoning
regulations may also have economic consequences for various groups. Stakeholder analysis stakeholder
mapping is a way of determining who among stakeholders can have the most positive or negative influence on
an effort, who is likely to be most affected by the effort, and how you should work with stakeholders with
different levels of interest and influence. The most important reason for identifying and understanding
stakeholders is that it allows you to recruit them as part of the effort. Understanding and engaging stakeholders
can be tremendously helpful to your effort, but only if it results in their ownership of it and long-term
commitment to it. Protection of open space, conservation of resources, attention to climate change, and other
environmental efforts can add to everyday life. Given that, there are a number of ways to identify
stakeholders. Latents have no particular interest or involvement in the effort, but have the power to influence it
greatly if they become interested. A participatory process, often including everyone from welfare recipients to
bank officers and physicians, can help to create just this sort of situation. Community mental health centers
and adult day care can be extremely important not only to people with mental health issues, but also to their
families and to the community as a whole. As a result, they need little or no management. The largest
employer in a community can exert considerable control over its workforce, for example, or even over the
community as a whole, using a combination of threats and rewards. Organizations and individuals who have a
philosophical or political interest in the issue or population that an effort involves may organize to support the
effort or to defeat it. If your purpose is to marshal support for the effort or policy change, then each group â€”
each quadrant of the grid â€” calls for one kind of attention. Community-based and community-focused
organizations and institutions may be more likely to have other purposes in mind when the issue of
stakeholder management arises. Part of the point of brainstorming is to come out with anything that comes to
mind, even if it seems silly. If everyone has a seat at the table, concerns can be aired and resolved before they
become stumbling blocks. Persuasion, negotiation, education, and other methods of managing stakeholders
that acknowledge their concerns, however, do not violate that spirit, and are often a necessary part of making a
participatory process work. In addition, those who actually carry out the effort â€” usually staff people in an
organization â€” can have a great deal of control over whether an effort is conducted as intended, and
therefore over its effectiveness. One way to characterize stakeholders is by their relationship to the effort in
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question. Stakeholder management in that situation means trying to attract representatives of all stakeholders,
and treating them all as equals and colleagues, while at the same time leveling the field as much as possible by
providing training and support to those who need it. The apathetics â€” those with low interest and low
influence. Residents of a particular geographic area â€” a neighborhood, a town, a rural area. Economic
concerns may also work in favor of an effort. The first step in identifying and addressing stakeholder interests
is, not surprisingly, identifying the stakeholders. Now what? In some U. Involving and attending to the
concerns of all stakeholders establishes your organization as fair, ethical, and transparent, and makes it more
likely that others will work with you in other circumstances.


